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ABSTRACT
There is a demand to change the contents and activities, and adapt the methods for higher education institutions, especially, universities to let researchers and educational act more efficiently in a digital context. A well-designed campus that combines technology is basic for developing digital university through facilities for learning, teaching, and research, enhancing the student trials, and supplying convenient settings. Within digital universities, technology can improve security, reduce costs, and offer devices for faculty, scholars, academics, and students. These advantages give more attention to university processes and evolutions, the experience of researchers and students. In this research, we have done a study on the Internet of things and its role in the development of education through the review of a group of previous research. Also, we have studied the smart class and its components and its difference with the traditional classes. Then we have displayed the smart laboratories and its applications. At the end of the research, the great importance of Internet of Things in universities and its importance to the teacher and the student was concluded by learning faster and developing and improving the educational process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Kevin Ashton is the first to use the Internet of Things (IoT) in 1999. The IoT defined by the researchers in many methods like the Internet of People, Internet of Anything, Internet of Everything, Internet of Marks, Internet of Data, and the Internet of Services [1, 2]. The Internet of Things (IoT) is an international network which combines things, and materials to the Internet support to interact or communicate with the environment [3, 4]. The basic concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) is the pervasive existence in a variety of objects or things [5]. Thus, the IoT objects is much wider, indication to physical things, for example, people, cargos, and products that can be determined by different type of devices such as sensors, Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags, actuators, mobile phones, smart cards, GPS devices, and so on [6]. The objects can react with others and collaborate with their neighbors to achieve participating goals [7]. After reviewing many studies, we found several common problems in education systems, including students who live in remote areas where transportation is limited or students who have health disabilities cannot attend to the campus. Sometimes there is difficulty in assessing students ‘performance when performing laboratory experiments accurately in terms of calculating the number of attempted times and the time taken to implement them [8]. Students who are unable to attend campus as a result of a particular circumstance need to accurately compensate for their missed scientific lectures [9]. The devices (lighting, air conditioning, display screens, laboratory equipment, etc.) that are working continuously on the university campus without the need for them, will lead to consuming more electrical energy.
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Documentation of the student's absence. After researching and discussing the above-mentioned problems, the following solutions were found: Documenting lectures electronically through the use of cameras and microphone and uploading them to the system helps those who live in remote areas or people with health disabilities to receive lectures and information remotely in their place [10], as well as for laboratory experiments when the system provides the ability to conduct experiments digitally, remotely and in a manner equivalent to actual experiments. Connecting all laboratory devices to the system helps the instructor to evaluate students accurately by calculating the number of times the student attempts to correctly implement the experiment [11]. The use of a sensing system within the educational unit, which determines the places and times of the presence of teaching staff and students within the classrooms and scientific laboratories to operate the necessary equipment at the time of need, which leads to the rationalization of electricity consumption. There is the ability to make the API monitoring devices to be an Internet of Things device by converting the monitoring device to a remote sensor, the sensors’ data is stored using a cloud web server so that this information is used in the educational system [12]. Each student has its card ID that has several uses, including documenting students’ attendance in the classroom by reading each student’s ID.

2. IOT IN EDUCATION

A formal definition of the Internet of Things is: “The Internet of Things is an integrated part of the Future Internet and could be defined as a dynamic global network infrastructure with self-configuring capabilities based on standard and interoperable communication protocols where physical and virtual things have identities, physical attributes, and virtual personalities and use intelligent interfaces, and are seamlessly integrated into the information network” [13].

Technology in learning has represented an essential role in linking and learning students. IoT has a significant effect on the learning field [14]. IoT should not only replace the conventional education methods has merely also brought changes in the infrastructure of learning institutions [15, 16]. Because of IoT worth as a technological center to enhance academic support and as a matter of course to teach basic ideas of computer science, the term Internet of Things in learning is included two faceted [17, 18], as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. IoT educational environment [19]](image-url)
The internet of things environment contributes to learning new languages for students through the use of images, objects and videos in the classroom and this contributes to adding new cultures to students [20]. The Learner can access resources through using their devices including mobile phones, laptop, and tablets. So they can contact peers to share information, upload assignment and take tests that will lead to creating a dynamic learning environment [21]. The learning process is automated through using LMS software, by recording data from learners, tracking courses and managing reports [1, 22].

The learning section is also more affectionate as universities and schools make the use of connected devices broadly. For example, the using of Quick Response (QR) codes in educational textbooks. Assignments, Feedback, and other knowledge resources become easily available for students when they scan their QR codes by their smartphones [23]. Another example that the university departments can use the IoT devices to take automatic attendance by using the student ID cards, track equipment, and monitor security systems and lighting [24, 25]. Internet of things effects on the teaching profession and its system will be drastically causing differences in time of future expected college’s campus support, and each process of using various IoT things will be related to instructional classrooms and its physical conditions [26].

The IoT is performing to change every part of the community at any time in the near future. Higher learning organization in common, and universities can work through correction and direct the development of the IoT technologies, market models, standards, and leaders of the IoT allowed economy of the future. For example, university trainers of computer science and engineering are directing IoT labs for the development of IoT technologies [27]. In addition, Information Colleague can teach how to influence the sizes of IoT data, with TIPPS, they can operate with business colleges to set and produce IoT ways to create new business models, Medical colleges, can enable the Internet of Medical Things as well as, Law academies can learn IoT manners, specificity, and policy.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

In education systems, the Internet has rooted itself deeply. The internet of things (IoT), which is a new technology, is expected to make more important changes in the education sector. Many IoT devices can be utilized in education including, digital highlighters and Interactive boards. In the learning experience, the text is digitally transferred to smartphones with the assistance of digital scanners. Students can interact with educators, peers, and experts across the world, while they are sitting in their classroom by using these devices [9, 10].

In [11], the authors concentrate on IoT services utilization within the LMS. By IoT facilities, a significantly enhanced future LMS framework was proposed by the authors. This framework shows how several currently provided services in the existing learning management system will be changed after they are merged with IoT services and connecting them with devices and models of IoT. Also by integrating the IoT with the LMS some new services will be realized. In [25], a new paradigm introduced called the “Smart I-Campus” that used in the universities where e-Learning is used. Other smart settings such as “Smart Classroom” and “Smart Lab” has been provided. Real-time data collected and uploaded by active Classrooms for future use. In the “Smart Notes Sharing” article any person connected to the network can share all the classroom notes by providing a smart device that can give real-time data to the e-Learning application. In addition, the smart classroom allows the students to learn more attractive with real-time information by providing attached sensors with objects when the students get near to learn about objects. According to [28], the Internet of Everything (IoE) discussed as a network of data, things, people, and processes. The term IoE does not focus only on IoT that is the composition of physical objects, but it also continues capabilities such as regard-awareness and raise power processing to millions of related people and objects.

Knowledge in a collaborative environment has been represented through the introduction of agent-based architectures. By using agents as specialized entities that are similar to traditional programs of the computer but differ by their operating ability on their own and autonomy with no guidance. Entities of solving problems can be running continuously and adjust their behavior according to perceiving environment changes. They control their actions and internal state and keep the path and learning what to do in a particular status by focus their goals and fulfill them through taking proactive initiatives. In order to create a Multi-Agent System (MAS), smart agents are installed within IoT devices to adaptively support activities of student learning by promoting real-time collaboration among learners/tutors and allowing tutors to take real-time actions to evidence/adjust the learning path of a group of students [29, 30].

The paper "Interaction System Based on Internet of Things as Support for Education," it continued said that IoT could provide a motive and could allow learners to be spirited. IoT, also enables lecturers to teach learners according to their experience, in a similar way, Teachers can take the necessary materials to accommodate learners. Learners also learn at their pace according to their abilities, so A one-size-fits-all
program does not limit students. The organizers of the related article conducted an empirical validation that produced evidence that IoT could improve the student’s education issues [31].

In [26], the goal of the study is to find out the circumstances of Internet things in higher education and how to maximize their profits and decrease the risks connected with them, so it is important to make more efforts to release the full potential of Internet systems and techniques things. Accordingly, this article performs a comparison on the result of Internet objects on higher education, especially in universities.

The Internet of things can allow interaction with physical space for communication or learning purposes. “Physical spaces in the classroom can be used in the classroom in an Internet technology way to monitor the teaching activity and contact the connected data recorder to participate in the application of the e-learning platform. The traditional classroom will be effectively converted into an intelligent classroom, and then effectively synchronizes with the application of e-learning [32].

4. SMART CLASSROOMS

Usually, in the traditional classroom, their activities do not record in any form, since they contain only display tools such as Blackboard and projector connected to the PC [33]. The blackboard became less common in used according to the use of new alternatives such as a whiteboard, interactive whiteboards, and flipcharts. Another classroom may also contain charts, TVs, books, maps, pencils, LCD projectors which is used to display images and information from a computer [34]. So by using the enhanced device to collect the learning and teaching activity in order to be recorded the classroom will be a smart classroom. These recorded activities help all students in any way even students who do not know those topics of subjects [35], as shown in Figure 2.

Objects controlled with IoT are equipped in a smart classroom to provide remotely functions. These functions include setting the classroom before the time of the lecture. The lecturer able to set the: lighting, the overhead projector and the temperature of the room before the lecture that will allow saving energy and time. In order to control this equipment, they must have the ability to receive orders for starting a certain action [36, 37].

With the help of IoT the data will be collected from the classroom, so that it’s not only about presenting information and collecting the interactions form students. By doing this, these data can be stored for future use. A smart e-learning application can be used by uploading these data in the required format. The outsiders of the classroom can reach that information by using this application. So those lessons can learn anybody even if it was outside the classroom [26, 38].

5. SMART LABORATORIES

In laboratories, IoT devices can be used in different ways. Where interactive experiments and simulations can be performed remotely by connecting many lab machines such as (microscope, chemical reactor, oscilloscope, Bunsen burner,…) with IoT devices. That will allow students to remotely control and
access the IoT devices over the Learning Management System (LMS) [39]. For performing an experiment remotely, students can log in to his/her account to perform a specific experiment that he wants after selecting the required lab. Students can use IoT module to gather the data required for an experiment if external data are required in the experiment then save it to the profile of the experiment as shown in Figure 3 [40].

![Figure 3. Remote experimentation system](image)

For each activity and experiment, the distribution of grades and assessment rules is stored with the help of IoT. The performance of students will be monitor by LMS via IoT modules and the grade will be automatically given for them after finishing the activity or experiment. The time required for students to perform each task completely, the number of errors and the number of attempts for each task will be analyzed by IoT [41]. By integrating the sensors with the IoT module, these parameters will be calculated. The students can record and save necessary readings on the LMS through his/her assessment profile through connecting the place near the activity or the experiment to monitor the students. As shown in Figure 4 [42].

![Figure 4. Evaluation of student performance in the laboratory](image)

6. RESULTS

After analyzing many related topics in terms of the effect of education development in terms of the use of advanced educational methods and linking them to the system, some lessons have been found from various publications. The educational process suffers from many restrictions imposed for both educator and learner in previous years. In the context of life development, various techniques are used to help develop and facilitate people’s lives, such as the Internet service, which provides great services in all areas of life. In order to benefit from it in the field of education, the Internet of Things was used by connecting the campus to the Internet and via a private cloud. To facilitate students’ access to the scientific topic and reduce the effort on staff as mentioned in the paper above. From this we see that the use of this service on campus has an
effective impact on the educational process. It helps to raise the level of education on the campus that uses the Internet of Things feature and we thought that it is better for universities to link their campus within the systems.

7. CONCLUSION

Many of the problems and challenges have been solved in universities using advanced technology i.e. using the IoT, an example: keeping track of resources, construct smarter plans and develop access to information. The IoT has a great likely to give major values to education by motivating and engaging the staff and students and to fast learning. In this research, the usefulness of the internet of things was concluded by improving and developing education and the extent of their relevance sin universities and its application through the work of smart class using modern techniques in classrooms and using smart Laboratories to conduct experiments better and facilitate tests and use of devices to facilitate student communication with the teacher and other students and scientific material.
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